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Flatland: A Romance of Many Dimensions is an 1884 satirical novella by the English schoolmaster Edwin
Abbott Abbott.

Written pseudonymously as "A Square", the book used the fictional two-dimensional world of Flatland to
comment on the hierarchy of Victorian culture, but the novella's more enduring contribution is its
examination of dimensions.

This masterpiece of science (and mathematical) fiction is a delightfully unique and highly entertaining satire
that has charmed readers for more than 100 years. The work of English clergyman, educator and
Shakespearean scholar Edwin A. Abbott (1838-1926), it describes the journeys of A. Square, a
mathematician and resident of the two-dimensional Flatland, where women-thin, straight lines-are the
lowliest of shapes, and where men may have any number of sides, depending on their social status.

Through strange occurrences that bring him into contact with a host of geometric forms, Square has
adventures in Spaceland (three dimensions), Lineland (one dimension) and Pointland (no dimensions) and
ultimately entertains thoughts of visiting a land of four dimensions—a revolutionary idea for which he is
returned to his two-dimensional world. Charmingly illustrated by the author, Flatland is not only fascinating
reading, it is still a first-rate fictional introduction to the concept of the multiple dimensions of space.

Several films have been made from the story, including the feature film Flatland (2007). Other efforts have
been short or experimental films, including one narrated by Dudley Moore and the short films Flatland: The
Movie (2007) and Flatland 2: Sphereland (2012).
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From reader reviews:

Kurt Rose:

Now a day those who Living in the era everywhere everything reachable by match the internet and the
resources inside it can be true or not call for people to be aware of each facts they get. How individuals to be
smart in obtaining any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading through a
book can help men and women out of this uncertainty Information especially this Flatland book because this
book offers you rich data and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred per cent guarantees there
is no doubt in it everbody knows.

Billy Taylor:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Try to
pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't ascertain book by its deal with may doesn't
work at this point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as in
the outside seem likes. Maybe you answer could be Flatland why because the great cover that make you
consider regarding the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the
outside or perhaps cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.

Charlie Attwood:

The book untitled Flatland contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains the woman idea with easy
method. The language is very clear and understandable all the people, so do not worry, you can easy to read
the item. The book was published by famous author. The author brings you in the new period of time of
literary works. You can read this book because you can please read on your smart phone, or gadget, so you
can read the book with anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you can wide
open their official web-site and order it. Have a nice study.

Damian Woodward:

With this era which is the greater particular person or who has ability to do something more are more
precious than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple solution to have that. What
you have to do is just spending your time little but quite enough to have a look at some books. Among the
books in the top checklist in your reading list is usually Flatland. This book that is qualified as The Hungry
Hills can get you closer in turning into precious person. By looking way up and review this reserve you can
get many advantages.
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